Amber models
the must-have
looks she will be
wearing this summer,
adding a fresh feel with
metallic materials, either in a
dress (as here) or as a handbag
98 (far right), a style she also
displays posing with her
parents, supermodel Yasmin and
pop star Simon Le Bon (right)
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any young girls like to borrow clothes from
M
their family and Amber Le Bon is no
different – although with a supermodel for a
mum as well as two sisters, it isn’t always easy for
the model and DJ.
“We all have different styles and it always starts
arguments, sharing clothes, because someone says,
‘You didn’t put it back,’ and you’re like, ‘I’m sorry.
I kind of forgot,’” laughs Amber, the daughter of
Yasmin and her pop-star husband Simon.
“It’s dangerous territory but it’s brilliant
because I have four wardrobes to choose from,
although Dad has the biggest wardrobe – but let’s
not go there.
“My style has been evolving recently,” she
adds. “It’s been going down the elegant übercool Parisian look, so a lot of chiffon shirts and
silk blouses.”

V

A FASHIONABLE LIFE
Inspiration comes from an unlikely source for
such a young woman. “I watch a lot of old blackand-white movies and get my style tips from Rita
Heyworth and Katharine and Audrey Hepburn –
beautiful women who understood a woman’s
figure and dressed for it,” she says.
“I’m obsessed with Sophia Loren when she
used to wear those little granny dresses that
cinched in at the waist and were young and sexy.
Why don’t people dress like that now? I was
definitely born in the wrong era.”
Having grown up surrounded by fashion, it’s
hardly surprising the 24-year-old Londoner
became a model herself four years ago. She was
signed to US department store Forever 21 upon
its UK launch and has posed for brands such as
Moschino, Karen Millen, Mango, Michael Kors
and Diesel.
Her fashion savvy has now seen Gallo Family
Vineyards choose her for its “Moscato Must-Have
Edit”. Inspired by the fashionable wine, Amber
has hand-picked outfits and accessories she
thinks every wardrobe needs for the summer.
“I’ve always been interested in fashion, which
is why I took the chance to work with Gallo
Family Vineyards Moscato wine,” she says.
“I love make-up and jewellery. I’m a very
creative person but I’m very scientifically minded
too. I always wanted to go into medicine, to
be a nurse, which I think I’d be really good

(RIGHT) JACKET: ZARA. DRESS: THREE FLOOR. SHOES: UPPER STREET BY NICOLE SMALLWOOD. BAG: DESA. (LEFT) DRESS: MOTEL ROCKS. BRACELETS & RING: CADENZA. SILVER RING: WHISTLES

‘I have four wardrobes to
choose from at home, although
Dad has the biggest one’
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TALKS FASHION, FAMILY
AND PINCHING CLOTHES
FROM MODEL MUM YASMIN
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(BELOW) COAT & TOP: ZARA. SKIRT: WHISTLES. BAG: RIVER ISLAND. (LEFT) JACKET: MINT VELVET. SHOES: RIVER ISLAND

‘I’m a very creative person but I’m
scientifically minded too. I’d love to be a
nurse, which I think I’d be really good at’
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at but will probably never happen. There’s a
whole bunch of things I’d love to do, I’m just not
sure which one to approach first ”
Amber has certainly inherited her parents’
strong work ethic. Being in the public eye since
she was a baby, she thanks her family for keeping
her grounded. “Your parents are always a big
influence on you; they help you make you who
you are. The main thing my parents taught me is
to just be a nice person; to be generous, kind and
happy. I hope it comes off when I work and meet
people. I think it’s the easiest thing in the world
to be friendly and say please and thank you. I try
and remember that and use it.”
FULL OF SPARKLE
Her fashion and music genes come out when she
is DJing. The model – who can also play the ukele
– says: “I’m a huge fan of pastels and mixing
them with metallics to give more of a new feel,
whether it’s a sequined bag or some sparkly eye
shadow and jewellery. You need to be able to put
something on, live your life in it and have fun,
rather than worrying about whether a zipper is
coming down all the time.
“I tend to wear dresses to go out in because I’m
very much about comfort. I feel girly and fun in
dresses and like I want to dance. And once I start
dancing that’s it, I’m dancing for hours. I do like
a good party.”
So will she and her sisters, Saffron, 22, and
Tallulah, 19, be partying this weekend for Father’s
Day? “We always forget,” she says, with a laugh.
“I’m hoping at least one of us will remember
H
otherwise we’ll be really bad daughters.”
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Amber is launching Gallo Family Vineyards Moscato (£6.99).
For more information, visit gallofamily.co.uk or facebook.com/
gallofamilyvineyardsuk

Not just a pretty face,
model Amber also DJs,
sometimes with Pete
Tong’s daughter Becky.
She’s performed at
some high-profile gigs,
bringing the likes of Jack
Whitehall and James
Corden onto the
dancefloor
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